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the interface is a familiar design, dating back many years now and showing its age slightly in a rather awkward and fiddly design in some areas, but providing a decent level of controls once its oddities have been worked out. operation seemed a little
wobbly at times, with some tests throwing up large numbers of error messages from windows, warning of delayed write fails and other nasties. we also experienced problems with logging to memory rather than disk once again, with our large tests

slowing to a crawl and taking days to get through. after a few days of testing, the final edition of the month was supplied to us; its hefty size of 136mb brought with it a wealth of updates, although none of the usual bloatware. the install followed the
typical multi-step process of any good windows install, albeit one that proved to be a bit more drawn-out than usual, and took a little under a minute to complete. the interface is a little cluttered, but well-organised and easy to navigate. taken from a

non-functional boot cd, this month saw a new build of the infamous looper anti-malware solution, which was actually a fairly significant departure from the previous build. the install was a simple drag and drop affair that loaded into the system using the
standard drag-and-drop windows installation method, and with no apparent need for intervention from the user. once installed it ran through its typical set of scans and checks, complete in less than a minute, and we were even offered the chance to run
an update. windows xp sp3 fantastic edition v2 full activated 2011 it should be no surprise to learn that norton is a regular comparator, and this month is no exception. the installer is a pretty classic case of bloatware, with all the usual nagware (some of

which is bundled with the product) and a couple of additional apps (for example norton little pc tuneup) that are not installed. everything is updated (the installer provided a clean date of 12/27/2011) and the program runs in a manner similar to any
other norton product, although the various actions it displayed (mainly to do with scanning) did take a while to complete. a reboot is usually required at the end of the process.
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the detection rates of the system are reasonably good, although the detection scores of both the rap
and aus sets are less impressive than the advanced edition. the two sets are mainly different in that
the aus includes a number of fairly basic scanner rules, including access to the exchange web mail
interface and scheduled scans, all of which are fairly basic or inactive by default. the interface is

attractive and simply laid out, with minimal clutter, and provides a decent level of configuration in a
pleasantly accessible style. the only things missing were a setting to simply block or record

detections without any automatic action, and the lack of an option to save log data to a file leaving
us wrangling an ugly and ungainly database format into shape to retrieve results. occasionally scans

seemed to stop at random, and the awkward log format made it difficult to see how far they had
gone, or even if any results had been saved. we also saw some scans claiming to have completed
but clearly not having covered the full area requested. in the end, however, we managed to pull

together what looked to be a complete set of results. the current mainline product came in as a fairly
large 265mb package, with all updates included. the set-up process was considerably longer and
more involved than most. a quick scan early on took close to five minutes, and a large number of

steps followed, including options to remove other solutions already present on the system, to disable
the windows defender system, and to share updates with other bitdefender users (presumably some
kind of torrent-style data-pooling system). after what seemed to be the last of many steps, listing the
included features as anti-virus and identity protection, a ten-second pause was followed by another
option: whether or not to contribute anonymous data to a feedback system. there was then another

ten seconds of silence, then the offer of a demo video fortunately we didnt have flash player
installed on the test systems, so we could finally get testing under way. 5ec8ef588b
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